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‘When you order a book from France by the time it arrives here you have
ceased to want it’
Finding French books and talking literature in nineteenth century Australia
French literature was an important strand in the strong Francophilia that characterised the elite
intellectual and cultural life of nineteenth and early twentieth century Australia. Yet geography and
history created particular conditions of access to French books and the dissemination of knowledge
of French literature remained limited well into the twentieth century.
Scholarship has to an extent examined the accessibility of French books in public and private
collections but only until the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The following decades, however,
saw important changes that affected both the trade in books and colonial Australians’ relationship to
literature. From the late 1880s Australia was absorbed within an imperial British book trade, which
flooded the colonies with more and cheaper books. At the same time discussions of federation and
national unity created a new impetus for a homegrown literature distinct from that of Britain.
In this presentation I consider some private book lists, the lists
of public and commercial libraries, and some of the work of
literary critics James Smith and Alfred George Stephens.
Questions about the accessibility of books and the
dissemination of French literature serve to prop up a broader
research agenda that seeks to examine a phase of transition in
Australian literary criticism where considerations of
foreign/French literature went from being largely colonial
British to national Australian and what this can reveal about
Australia’s shifting relationship to Britain and France.
Cartoon by Caran d’Ache (n.d.), reproduced in The Bookfellow, issue 1, 3
January 1907
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